
Notes of the meeting of the Old Kea Leadership team
held on 2 August 2016 at Kea Church Hall                                  �

Present: Jan Argall;  Marc Baker; John Draper; Maureen McNally and 
Malcolm Henderson, Chair.    Apology received from Jean Moyle.

Prayer:  Malcolm welcomed everyone to this the first meeting of the team and we 
then spent some time praying together.

Terms of reference:  These proposed terms of reference were prepared and agreed by 
the PCC and were discussed by the team.  John and Jan who are not members of the 
PCC asked for a full copy.  
Malcolm to forward these and also to Jean

General discussion:   the leadership teams have been formed following the “ALL 
CHURCH SURVEY”.    Members felt it would be helpful if they could see the answers to 
the questionnaire supplied by those folk attending Old Kea.  
Marc agreed to forward these to members.
Marc also agreed to forward a list of regular members of Old Kea.

The discussion began with noting issues raised by members of Old Kea congregations
a)   There was a general feeling that members of the congregation would like to 
retain the existing services in the 1662 Prayer Book format.
there were many comments, including many from visitors, that Old Kea is a special 
place of peace and a real sense of the presence of God.
b)   there was agreement that slowly declining numbers of the past few years and 
the ageing of the congregation were concerns for the future of these services.
c)   a major concern continues to be the absence of any toilet facilities.   Maureen 

had contacted Diocesan House (Rosey Sanders) and had been referred to to 
“Transformation Cornwall” meet the funders events later in the year.

Special event:               Jan raised the special day for the dedication of the new windows 
on Sunday 9th October.  She asked if the PCC could fund the provision of a Portaloo  and 
the printing of a flyer for distribution in the area surrounding Old Kea.   She saw this as a 
way of Outreach.
Jan to contact Diana

The remaining time was spent discussing what might be the future for Old Kea and 
how we might come to understand God’s purposes.
What might Old Kea’s function look like in
Five Years?        Ten Years?  and Twenty Years?

Maureen shared her long term vision (supported by other present and former members) 
that Old Kea should become a focus for prayer events, probably for a wider area than Kea.
This could lead to offering practical and spiritual support particularly to younger folk.

Agreed:  1.)   we would all continue to pray for God’s leading.
2.)   the next meeting would focus on:
       a.   What might Old Kea look like in twenty years time and
       b.   How might that affect where Old Kea should be in ten years time and 
       how might we start planning for that kin the shorter term.

Next Meeting:  7 September 2016; at 3.00pm; in the Church Hall




